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Coupled-channel and dispersive-optical model analyses of published neutron scattering and reaction data for
27Al, 59Co, and 93Nb at incident energies between 0.1 and 80 MeV have been performed. The resulting
potentials are used to place constraints on the determination of the spin-spin interaction from published
spin-spin cross-section measurements. For the three nuclei, the strength of the central real spin-spin potential,
which was taken to have a surface plus volume shape, was found to be small. Volume integrals for this central
potential component were determined to be in the 4–7 MeV fm3 range and to decrease somewhat as mass
number increases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

More than 40 years ago, Feshbach suggested that the
nucleon-nucleus interaction should include a spin-spin term
Vss that stems from the spin-spin component of the nucleon-
nucleon interaction[1]. Since then, a number of experiments
have been designed to measure the properties of the spin-
spin potential. One type are depolarization measurements of
polarized protons incident on unpolarized targets. A second
type are transmission measurements of polarized neutrons
passing through polarized targets.

The information onVss that has been extracted in both
types of experiments includes uncertainties related to(i) the
precision with which the measurements were performed, and
(ii ) insufficient knowledge of reaction mechanisms. For in-
stance, as Ref.[2] shows, the analysis of depolarization mea-
surements requires a proper treatment of quadrupole spin-flip
for target nuclei with spinI .1/2. Also, large spin-spin ef-
fects observed in transmission measurements at low incident
energies may be accounted for by compound nucleus effects
[3,4]. Despite these uncertainties attached to the phenomeno-
logical determination ofVss, a consensus was formed: the
spin-spin interaction is weak, with a strength of the order of
1 MeV. This empirical result has been confirmed in high-
precision transmission measurements using polarized neu-
trons[5,6] and supported by theoretical predictions based on
a microscopic folding model[7]. Relatively recent depolar-
ization studies of proton elastic scattering include Refs.
[8–10]. Even though the spin-spin interaction is small in
magnitude, it is important to know its size. The aim of the

present work is to infer the strength and radial shape of this
potential component from phenomenological optical poten-
tial analyses of neutron transmission measurements available
for the medium mass nuclei27Al, 59Co, and93Nb.

Analyses of the spin-spin cross section,sss, have mainly
been performed using spherical optical models(SOM) that
include either a central or a tensor spin-spin term[11], and
that often employ global SOM parametrizations. Since the
global SOM potentials of Refs.[12,13] were not intended for
model predictions at incident energies below 10 MeV and
were designed to describe the gross scattering and reaction
properties of many nuclei, they may not be realistic enough
to obtain a precise determination of spin-spin potentials. The
new global SOM of Ref.[14] models data at energies from
1 keV to 200 MeV and yields improved fits over earlier glo-
bal models. However, rather than using this model, we prefer
to develop custom optical models that are not weighted by
high-energy data. By focusing our optical model descriptions
on the low energy regime, we hope to improve our determi-

nation of the spin-spin potential for thenW +27AlW , nW +59CoW , and

nW +93NbW systems.
The present paper builds a dispersive optical model

(DOM) dedicated tonW +93NbW up to 80 MeV in order to pre-
dict the spin-spin cross sections for this scattering system.
We chose the DOM because it provides a more realistic de-
scription of low-energy elastic scattering than does a conven-
tional SOM[15]. Use of an SOM or DOM can be questioned
when the target nuclei are deformed. Since93Nb is a spheri-
cal nucleus in its ground state[16], there was no need to
consider a deformed potential using the coupled-channels

model (CCM). For nW +27AlW and nW +59CoW , the present paper
uses both the DOM potentials and the CCM analyses of Ref.
[15] to investigate the spin-spin cross sections for these sys-
tems.
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II. DISPERSIVE OPTICAL MODEL ANALYSIS FOR 93Nb

The DOM for thenW +93NbW system used a database that
includedssud, Aysud, andsT up to 80 MeV. The differential
cross-section data included that of Ref.[17] from
1.5 to 4.0 MeV, Ref.[18] from 4.5 to 9.0 MeV, Ref.[19] at
11.0 MeV, Ref.[20] at 10.0, 12.0, 14.0, and 17.0 MeV, Ref.
[21] at 14.7 MeV, and Ref.[22] at 20.0 MeV. The analyzing
power data included two distributions from Ref.[20] at 10.0
and 14.0 MeV. The total cross-section data were from Refs.
[17,23] from 0.040 to 20.0 MeV and Ref.[24] from
5.0 to 80 MeV.

The DOM model was built using grid search techniques
similar to those described in the companion paper[15] for
27Al and 59Co. The potential parameters for93Nb are given in
Table I, where we use the notation and definitions introduced
in Ref. [15]. As can be seen in Fig. 1, this DOM potential
provides a good overall description of the measurements
available for the elastic scattering cross sectionssud and
analyzing powerAysud. Figure 2 displays reasonable agree-
ment between the DOM predictions and total cross-section
data, and includes similar comparisons for27Al and 59Co,
reproduced from Ref.[15].

III. SPIN-SPIN CROSS-SECTION ANALYSES

Prior to describing the optical model calculations per-
formed for spin-spin cross sections, we draw the reader’s

attention to the strong correlation existing between the zeros
in the spin-spin cross section and the extrema of the total
cross section,sT, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 2 and 3.
This phenomena may qualitatively be explained as a by-
product of the Ramssauer effect governing theE-dependent
pattern ofsT. For a neutron and target that are both trans-
versely polarized, the spin-spin cross section is defined as[7]

sss=
1
2fsTsU + U10d − sTsU − U10dg, s1d

whereU10 stands for the central spin-spin potential andU for
the optical model potentials. This definition, which stems
from an approximation which neglects the spin-orbit cou-
pling and the tensor spin-spin components, has been shown
to be reliable[7] and should not obscure our analyses. Note
that this definition of the transverse spin-spin cross section
corresponds toDsT used by the few-nucleon community(the
“T” here standing for “transverse”), except for a change of
sign [25]. Equation(1) may be formally reexpressed through
a Taylor series expansion to first order as

ssssEd < U10FdU

dE
G−1 d

dE
fsTsEdg. s2d

In our optical model study, the leading-order term in the
spin-spin potential is the central component[5]

U10srd = F10srdÎ · ŝ. s3d

The tensor component of the spin-spin potential is not in-
cluded since we are only concerned with transverse polariza-

tion of the beam and target. If we definerW, sW, and IW as the
neutron-nucleus radial vector, neutron spin, and target spin,
respectively, thenr = urWu and the spin operators appear in the

normalized formsŝ=sW / usWu and Î = IW/ uIWu. The F10srd contains
both surface and volume form factors as well as the corre-
sponding potential strengths,

TABLE I. DOM potential parameters. Energy and depths are in
MeV. Geometries and lengths are in fm. The notation and formal-
ism used here is the same as that of Ref.[15].

n+93Nb

AH F=48.50;l=0.86310−2; aH F=0.67; rH F=1.245

As=9.6; Bs=9.6; Cs=0.20310−3; m=2; as=0.48; rs=1.28

Av=11.52;Bv=75.0;n=2; EF=−8.029;q=2.0

Vso=6.0; aso=0.60; rso=1.08

FIG. 1. ssud andAysud data for n+93Nb com-
pared to DOM calculations. The calculations in-
clude contributions from compound-elastic scat-
tering at low energies. The large negative
excursions ofAysud at small angles is due to the
Mott-Schwinger interaction.
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F10srd = Vss
ssd4ass

d

dr
fsr,Rss,assd + Vss

svdfsr,Rss,assd. s4d

The f is a Woods-Saxon shape in whichRss=rssA
1/3 is as-

sumed. For simplicity,F10srd is taken as a real function.
In the present work, the central spin-spin potential was

determined from the energy dependence exhibited in spin-
spin cross sections measured over a broad energy range for
27Al [5,6], 59Co [4,26–28], and93Nb [6,29]. For this purpose,
Eqs.(3) and(4) were used to represent the spin-spin interac-
tion, U10. The central and spin-orbit potentials,U, were taken
from Ref. [15] for 27Al and 59Co and from the present work
for 93Nb. For each nucleus independently, grid searches of
the spin-spin potential parameters were done in order to

achieve the best possible representations of existingsss mea-
surements. All of the analyses were performed with theECIS
code [30] run in the external input mode. The results gave
parameter sets that were similar for27Al, 59Co, and93Nb
using either spherical(DOM) or deformed(CCM) central
and spin-orbit potentials.

Figure 3 displays thesss predictions using our DOMs and
CCMs. For 27Al, the DOM predictions fit most of thesss
data above 10 MeV and are close to the measurement at
6 MeV where a maximum occurs. In the vicinity of the
7.5 MeV datum, our predictions fail badly. The nucleus59Co
is one for which manysss data are available, especially at
energies as low as 1 MeV. For this nucleus, the DOM analy-
sis in the range 100 keV to 3 MeV leads tosss predictions
which describe the measurements well, except for the spike
at ,1.6 MeV, which may signal resonance effects taking
place. For93Nb, the predictions and measurements are in
nice agreement above 18 MeV. On the other hand, the datum
at 7.5 MeV is far above the predictions. At this energy, we
could have included the datum from Ref.[29] for longitudi-

FIG. 2. Total cross-section data compared to the DOM and
CCM calculations for59Co and27Al and to the DOM calculations
for 93Nb.

FIG. 3. Spin-spin cross-section data compared to the DOM and
CCM calculations for59Co and27Al and to the DOM calculations
for 93Nb.
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nal geometry, in addition to the one for transverse geometry
(since our analysis neglects the tensor spin-spin compo-
nents). However, because the longitudinal datum is consis-
tent with the transverse datum and has a larger uncertainty,
we have not displayed it.

The CCM predictions are shown in Fig. 3 for the de-
formed nuclei27Al and 59Co. For27Al, two sets of calcula-
tions are illustrated. The first one is for a coupling basis
which includes the first three members of the ground-state
rotational band. This three-level calculation(solid line) coin-
cides with the DOM predictions(dotted line) only above
13 MeV, an energy range where the present predictions and
the measurements are in agreement. Below 10 MeV, the
three-level calculations do not match with the data at 5.5 and
7.5 MeV. A simpler coupled-channel analysis in which only
the ground-state level is considered leads to results(dashed
curve) that are similar to the other models at energies above
13 MeV. Below 10 MeV, the one-level predictions are close
in shape and magnitude to those based on the DOM analyses.
None of these three model analyses are able to explain the
measurements below 10 MeV, even though our dedicated
optical models offer a good overall description of the other
scattering and total cross-section reaction measurements.
Switching off the reorientation matrix elements in the
coupled-channel calculations does not cure this deficiency.

Similar CCM analyses are shown for59Co. As discussed
in Ref. [15], despite the fact that the level scheme of59Co
suggests a vibrational structure, we used a rotational model
that coupled the ground state only to itself. Because it over-
estimates the reorientation effect, this simple model enables
us to judge the degree to which a deformed potential alters
the spin-spin predictions for59Co. Good agreement between
predictions and measurements are obtained above 3 MeV.
Below this energy, the CCM predictions are systematically
too high. Turning off the reorientation matrix elements does
not improve the fit.

By mildly constraining the grid search method, it was
possible to compromise on the spin-spin geometry and po-
tential strength parameters for the three scattering systems.
All the results discussed above userss=1.0 fm and ass
=0.55 fm for the radius and diffuseness, respectively. The
strengths of the spin-spin potential areVss

ssd=0.8 MeV and
Vss

svd=0.2 MeV in the DOM analyses andVss
ssd=0.6 MeV and

Vss
svd=0.4 MeV in the CCM analyses. The radial shapes for

the F10srd potential of Eq.(4) are displayed in Fig. 4 for the
59Co CCM (solid curve) and DOM (dotted) analyses. These
shapes, as well as those for27Al and 93Nb, are peaked at the
nuclear surface, in good agreement with earlier phenomeno-
logical determinations[7,8].

The volume integralsJss/A determined for each nucleus
and model analysis are listed in Table II. TheJss/A values
deduced from the coupled-channels analyses are about 10%
lower than those from the dispersive model analyses. This
difference provides an estimate of the uncertainty of our de-
termination ofJss/A for a particular nucleus.

Because we were able to fit the spin-spin cross-section
data using the same strength parameters and surface-peaked
geometry for all three scattering systems, theJss/A values of
Table II decrease with increasingA. This dependence is not

as strong as the 1/A dependence suggested by Satchler[31].
However, it is interesting to compare our results to those of
Ref. [8] for pW +13C. The “best fit” spherical spin-spin poten-
tial of Ref. [8] gives aJss/A value of 21.5 MeV fm3, sug-
gesting that the volume integral decreases more abruptly
with increasingA in the regime of light nuclei.

The present analysis is based on a reaction model that
neglects the spin-orbit coupling and the tensor spin-spin po-
tentials. While the impact of neglecting the spin-orbit cou-
pling appears to be negligible for medium to heavy nuclei
[7], tensor interactions must be considered to make ourJss/A
values more realistic. We can estimate the effect of ignoring
the tensor interactions by considering the results of other
studies. The microscopic model of Ref.[7] calculates spin-
spin cross sections as superpositions of three components,
with the component stemming from the spherical operator
predominating. The effect of adding the two other compo-
nents, due to tensor interactions, is to increase the magnitude
of the spin-spin cross-section predictions by about 30%. This
suggests that the present study, by leaving out tensor inter-
actions, has overestimated the spherical spin-spin potential
and the Jss/A values. This is consistent with the optical
model results of Ref.[8], which find thatJss/A goes down by
about 30%(from 21.5 to 15.3 MeV fm3) when a tensor po-
tential is added. From the above considerations, we estimate
that adding a tensor term to our models would result in a
reduction of the values quoted in Table II by about 30%.
Therefore, we give our overall determination ofJss/A as be-
ing between 4 and 7 MeV fm3. These results are consistent
with previous empirical determinations[5,6,28] but system-
atically lower than predictions based on NN effective forces
[32–34].

FIG. 4. Radial shapes of the spin-spin potentials for thenW

+59CoW system.

TABLE II. Volume integrals of the spin-spin potentials(see dis-
cussion in text).

Target
nucleus

DOM
Jss/A sMeV fm3d

CCM
Jss/A sMeV fm3d

27Al 9.30 8.37
59Co 7.06 6.55
93Nb 6.08
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Several optical model potentials designed to describe neu-
tron scattering and reactions from27Al, 59Co, and93Nb have
been used in a detailed analysis of spin-spin cross-section
measurements. All of these optical model potentials lead to
predictions which agree with the available spin-spin data
above,10 MeV. Below this energy, the results of our analy-
ses are ambiguous, partly because they depend heavily on
which reaction model is adopted. We caution that one should
not rule out the possibility that in this lower energy range,
compound processes compete with direct-reaction processes
and that the interference of these two confuse the spin-spin
issue.

We conclude that the volume integral,Jss/A, of the
leading-order term in the spin-spin potential is between 4 and

7 MeV fm3, and decreases somewhat asA increases. Com-
pared to typical values of the volume integral,Jv /A, of the
real central potentials(about 400 MeV fm3), Jss/A is very
weak (between 1% and 2% ofJv /A). Our values forJss/A
are consistent with previous phenomenological analyses and
suggest that the volume integrals of the spin-spin terms in
the t-matrix and g-matrix analyses of Ref.[33] and Ref.[34],
respectively, are too strong. Our present empirical informa-
tion may be of interest for improving the parametrizations of
NN effective forces at low energy.
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